DECORATIVE EGGS
YOU WILL NEED
TOOLS:



PAINT BRUSHES
HOT GLUE GUN / GLUE STICKS

PRODUCTS:
(These are my preferences but our varied ranges have
many options for decorating alternatives)








DECOFOAM EGGS: 49950; 49951; 49952 (three
different sizes ... your preference)
PAINT: ITEMS: 49120; 49123; 49127; 49131;
49134
GLITTER ITEMS: 88569; 88571; 88579; 88606;
88609
BUTTONS (asstd. packs) : 46719; 46722
PINS: 12062 X 5; 12060 x 1
CRAFT GLUE: 50000
BLING : 45904 X 1 other colours to choose from (or a trim such as 58488)

INSTRUCTIONS
GLITTER EGGS






Choose your eggs, paint and glitters
You will need to empty your glitter into small bowls that your eggs will fit into
ONE AT A TIME ... PAINT your egg
While it is still WET dip it into the glitter of the same colour e.g. pink paint / pink glitter
Lay onto some paper towel to dry

Be creative: mix your colours; or use other glitters from our ranges including shaped glitters.
BUTTON EGG




Choose the size of egg you want to decorate (if it is a small egg you will need to pick out the smaller buttons
to glue on for variety of shape and shade – the bigger the egg the bigger the buttons you can use from the
assorted pack. Again, we have other alternatives)
Using a hot glue gun, glue buttons into whatever order your creativity takes you. To add something extra or to
fill in the tiny gaps created by odd shaped buttons stick in some coloured plastic head pins (item 12060)

FANCY EGG






My choice was a large egg covered with opal glitter item 88569
Using a strip of stick-on string bling cross it from top to bottom so your egg is divided into four segments
Using a paint brush; paint the glue on the egg in between the bling strips and dip into the glitter (your choice
of colour) until covered.
Now for the CREATIVE part. Using pearl head pins (item 12062 – or choose another of our ranges of colours.)
and create patterns within the segments.
HINT: to help create something amazing Google Faberge Eggs and become inspired.

